Supplementary Information

Formulae for variability metrics
Different methods to measure variability have been used in the literature with the following being adopted by researchers in this field. Where for each patient is the ith measure for I = 1,2….n Average Real Variability (ARV)
Successive variation (SV)
Where for each patient is the ith measure for I = 1,2….n
Correlations between mean BP and measures of variability
The following transformations have been used to reduce the influence of mean BP on measures of variability thereby reducing the confounding from BP in associations between BP variability and cardiovascular events.(1)
SD independent of mean (SDIM)
= SD
Where x is found by curve fitting for the entire patient cohort from a plot of SD versus mean BP (separately for systolic and diastolic), and k is an arbitrary constant such that the SDIM statistic is of the same order of magnitude as the SD statistic. These parameters are then applied to individual patient mean BP and SD to create the SDIM statistic.
SV independent of mean (SVIM) = SV
Where x is found by curve fitting for the entire patient cohort from a plot of SV versus mean BP (separately for systolic and diastolic), and k is an arbitrary constant such that the SVIM statistic is of the same order of magnitude as the SV statistic. These parameters are then applied to individual patient mean BP and SV to create the SVIM statistic.
ARV independent of mean (ARVIM) = ARV
Where x is found by curve fitting for the entire patient cohort from a plot of ARV versus mean BP (separately for systolic and diastolic), and k is an arbitrary constant such that the ARVIM statistic of the same order of magnitude as the ARV statistic. These parameters are then applied to individual patient mean BP and ARV to create the ARVIM statistic. 
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